
Higher Websites Ranking in Google with PBN Services at Much Affordable Rates 

 

About PBN – What’s It All About and Its Benefits 

The common question prevailing everywhere ‘Is PBN (Private Blog Network) Safe?’ is what 

often confuses all and sundry. Well, the answer is truly simple – ‘yes’, it is. Not only it is safe but 

also secure provided that you are getting the links from authoritative network of websites (the 

same is done with us). The fact of the matter is that Google algorithm still is not able to identify 

a PBN website only if there are no footprints or no bad SEO tactics have been done on the 

website or websites (a big NO on this from us since we know one thing – ‘Quality SEO’).  

Since PBN consists of backlinks coming from a network of websites and blogs and they all link to 

the money website (which is often called client’s website in SEO terminology), the client also 

has a choice to sell the PBN links to other websites’ owners to earn extra income. Doesn’t it 

entice you? Of course, it does. And you may go for it to earn more bucks. 

Mind you, links happen to be the most important ranking factor and this strategy, which works 

high to rank your money website, turns out to be effective because the network of the websites 

forming PBN is regarded authoritative by Google. To make it simple, your money website is 

neither getting backlinks from new-born websites nor from spam websites rather it is receiving 

links from authority websites Google’s algorithm loves. Our team behind PBN activities is simply 

skilled and informative and will provide you the higher ranking in Google and other search 

engines. 

PBN Building Service with Us 

Come to witness and experience the quality services of PBN as we work with a big collection of 

handpicked diverse authority domains to make your PBN natural. Get high quality contextual 

links from trusted domains (around your niche) with 100 percent clean link profile to rank your 

website high in search engines. 

 We do a thorough quality check for the domains to be associated with your money 

website for link building before taking them onboard. They need to be spam links and 

shady history free and this is checked very deeply by the experts.  

 To host your websites on different hosting companies seems to be a tough task, thus we 

will take all this responsibility on our shoulders making you tension-free. They will be 

hosted on different dates with different registrars as well to give it a natural feel to 

search engines.  



 Wide range of premium and free themes apart from the custom graphic elements will 

be used for your websites to make them beautiful. 

 The websites (in PBN network) will be relevant to your niche and the content on them 

will also be pretty much relevant to your money website’s niche to give you maximum 

relevancy and higher results. Besides, the content would be unique and be written by 

the skilled native English speakers’ writers.  

 Our dexterous team knows it quite well that often the blogs or websites get busted in 

few weeks’ time because of the poor management of footprints. Thus, we very carefully 

avoid footprints. 

 If you do not hide the network from third party crawlers, spying from the competitors 

will happen for sure that leads to quick de-indexation. Our experts hide the network 

from 3rd party crawlers to save your blogs/websites. 

Our Slogans 

 More than 80 percent of our satisfied customers improved their rankings in just one 

month time.  

 90 percent or more websites managed by us are still indexed in PBN. 

 

 


